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INTRODUCTION
In this paper the theory of testing statistical 
hypotheses is restricted to^the class of distributions 
called the exponential family of distributions. The ma­
terial closely follows that given by Lehmann in [3] with 
an attempt to exclude many general measure theoretic con­
cepts, The proofs of all theorems regarding distributions 
are given in either the case of discrete distributions or 
the case of continuous distributions and the case given 
is specified. The necessary fundamentals of probability 
and measure theory are outlined in chapter 1. The exponen­
tial family of distributions and concepts of hypothesis 
testing are given in chapter 2. The theorems in this 
chapter develop the existence of uniformly most powerful 
tests of hypotheses. Chapter 3 introduces the idea of 
unbiasedness and develops the existence of uniformly most 
powerful unbiased tests within the framework of exponen­
tial families of distributions.
iii
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CHAPTER 1
1. PROBABILITY AND MEASURE
Consider an outcome space St and a o-algebra of
subsets of ^  . We will call {5^ ^ measurable space
and the elements o f ^̂ 4 the measurable sets. A countably 
additive nonnegative set function p defined over is 
called a measure. If - 1 it is a probability meas­
ure. The probabilities over refer to the points
X e , which are thQ possible outcomes for a random ex­
periment. Let X denote these observations and let the 
probability of X falling in a set A be P { X saJ = P(A).
We will call X a random variable over the space 
and refer to the probability measure P or P^ as the proba­
bility distribution of X.
For a function T : ,u4) yl&) the proba­
bility of the event T e B is defined by P if and only if 
B € ^  and T ^(B) e vW for all B g ̂  . Then T is said to 
be a measurable function or a statistic. A function T 
of S6 taking on values in some space S~ generates in f7~ 
the a-algebra of sets B whose inverse image
A = T”^(B) ={x:xg‘̂  ,T( x) gbJ is ln<j4 , T = T(x) is a 
random variable over the space (fT",;??*) and since XgT”^(B) 
if and only if T(X)eB, the probability distribution of T 
over is given by p'^(B) = p[t(x)gB]
1
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2
= P fXeT"^(B)J = P^(T“^(B)). a statistic Induces in the
original sample space, ( ), the subalgebra
) ={t "^(B) : B e ^ .
The following theorem is proved in [2],
THEOREM_lî Let the statistic T from in­
to (fT", ;S) induce the subfield Then a real-valued
-measurable function f is v_^3^-measurable if and only 
if there exists a real-valued -measurable function g 
such that f{x) = gCT(x)] for all x,
2. CONDITIONAL EXPECTATION AND PROBABILITY
In this section we will give a general outline of
conditional expectation and probability and omit the proofs 
of the theorems evident from the discussion.
Let P be a probability measure over ) , T
a statistic with range space and the sub­
algebra it induces. Consider a nonnegative function f 
which is -measurable and P-integrable. Then ^ f d P  
is defined for all Ae iW- and hence for all A^e . It 
follows from the Radon-Nidodym theorem that there exists 
a function f^, which is -measurable and P-integrable,
and such that
(1 ) j;^fdP = for all
and that f^ is unique up to a set of P-measure zero. Now 
f^(x) is taken as the general definition of the conditional 
expectation e Cf(X)|T(x)]. We see b y ,Theorem 1, that f^
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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depends on x only through T(x) so that f^(x) = g[T(x)].
We can write E[f(X)|T = t] = g(t) so that E[f(X)|t] is a 
^  -measurable function.
In the case of discrete and continuous distribu­
tions in the next section we will see that the function 
g can be defined directly in terms of f through the rela­
tionship between integrals of the functions f and g of 
Theorem 1, where is the probability measure on ):
(2) r - f{x) dP^(x) = /lg(t)dp'^(t) for all .
S i n œ  p{xeA} = ECI.(X)] = l.P(XeA) + O.P(X*A) ,
where I. denote'^ the indicator of the set A, it seems A
natural to define the conditional probability of A given 
T = t by
(3) P(A)t) = E[l^(X)|t].
This definition has the pleasing property that it agrees 
with the notion of conditional probability used in dis­
crete spaces. In view of (2) we have
and hence (3 ) may be written as
(4) P^( A n  T"^(B) ) = f . dP^(x) = /1p(a| t)dp'^(t)
A n T ' ^ ( B )
for all Be ^  .
3. DISCRETE AND CONTINUOUS PROBABILITY SPACES
DEFINITION 1 : A space is called discrete
if Sé is countable and iW" contains all single outcome sets
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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of .
If we define a probability measure on the dis­
crete space, it can be shown that P ( ^  ) = 1 and P(B)
= E P(x). 
xeB
DEFINITION 2 : A space (j^,ts4) is called contin­
uous if is an n-dimensional Euclidean space and 
the a-algebra generated by the open and closed subsets of 
%  .
A probability measure on the continuous space is
given by P(A) = ^^^f(x)dx for every A e iW  where f(x) is
a nonnegative function such that ^^f(x)dx = 1 .
We will let .uW", P^) denote a probability space
( %  fcW) , where P^ is the probability measure defined on it,
If T : P^) -> , P*̂ ) is a statistic, then the
X Tjoint probability measure P ’ defined on the measurable 
space (^x^,t5^x^) is given by P^*^(AxB) = P^( A/1 ( B) )
for all Ae and Be ^  .
The following is a discussion of conditional expec­
tation and probability in the particular cases of discrete 
and continuous spaces. Details and proofs can be found in 
[ 2],
DEFINITION 3: (i) If ( ̂ , ii4) is discrete and f is
a real-valued function defined on 9^ , then the expected 
value of f(X) is defined as ECf(X)] = Ef(x)P^(x) provided
this series converges absolutely,
(ii) If ,1,4") is continuous and f is a real­
valued measurable function defined on %  , then the
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expected value of f(X) is defined as E[f(X)]
= ^f(x)p^(x)dx, where p^(x) is the probability density. 
Suppose (5*̂  is discrete and T : P^)
(3^,"^, P^} is a statistic. Denote the set of all points 
in %  with positive probability by and let
T ^x^} = {"t^^ . Then for te define the conditional
probability distribution of X given T = t by
px|t(^, ^ pl LA o..T.:i i tn  . 
pT(t)
^ is a probability measure over for each
te ^t^j , Now suppose ,lJ^) is continuous and
T : (9^,'-^, P^) {ZT  ̂ P^) is a statistic. Then the
conditional probability distribution of X given T = t has 
XI tdensity p ' with respect to Lebesgue measure and is given by
pXit(^) ^    t i s L u t i
fp ’ (x,t) dx p ( t)
where p^(t) is the density of P^.
DEFINITION 4 : (i) If is discrete and f
is a real-valued function defined on 3^ , then the con­
ditional expectation of f(X) given T(x) = t is defined as 
E[f(X)|t] = Zf(x)P^^^(x), provided the series converges
X
absolutely.
(ii) If ,L^) is continuous and f is a real­
valued measurable function defined on , then the con­
ditional expectation of f(X) given T(x) = t is defined as
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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E[f(X)|t] = (s:)p^^ ̂ (x)dx, proirided the integral exists.
If E[f(X)] exists, then E[f(X)|t] is ^  - measura­
ble and defined a.e. on 5^ (a.e, means it is defined 
everywhere except on a set of P-measure zero).
In the case of discrete distributions we again let 
I' t^j be the image of the set of all points in 9^ with 
positive probability and let g{t) = E[f(X))t]. Then the 
integral representation of conditional expectation in (2 )
is given by 2 f(x)P^(x) = 2 g(t)P^(t) for all Be ̂ .
xeT”^(B)
Also, in terms of continuous distributions we have 
f , f(x)p^(x)dx = /2s( t )p'̂ ( t )dt for all Be ̂  .
VTe will prove the following lemma to be used in 
section 1 , chapter 2.
LEMMA 1 Î Let (27”,'^) and ( ^  ) be Euclidean
m Yspaces and let P^ ’ be a distribution over the product 
space = (27”x ^  ,'T̂ x ̂  ) . Suppose that another dis­
tribution P^ ’̂  over is such that dP^»^(t,y)
= a(y)b(t)dP^*^(t,y) with a(y) > 0 for all y . Then under 
P^ the marginal distribution of T and a version of the con­
ditional distribution of Y given t are given by 
dP^(t) = b(t)[ J'a(y)dP^I*(y)]dP^(t)
Ylt a(y)dP%^'^(y)and dp5'’̂ (y) = °
f a(y)dPj' ‘"(y)
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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PROOF: Let us consider the particular case of
continuous distributions and note that the case of dis­
crete distributions is treated similarly. Under both 
and P^ the conditional probability distribution of Y given 
T = t has desnity with respect to Lebesgue measure given by
P^^^(y) = P (,t a.e.m (where m is Lesbesgue 
p (t) measure).
Now under P^ the density for the marginal distribution of
Y given T = t is given by
P?(t) = /pT ’̂ (t,y)dy = b(t) / a ( y ) p ^ * t , y )dy
Y|t= b(t)[ / a(y)p • (y)dy]p (t).
Using this result we see that the conditional distribution 
of Y given T = t is given by
Ylt Pn*^*^(t,y) a(y)b(t)p '̂ ’̂ (t,y)
p ï ' ^ y )  =   = -------- r— ^---ŸT t  ;---------P^ (t) b(t)[ ̂ ( y ) p ^  ' (y)dy]p^T(t)
a(y)b(t)p^^l^(y)p^^(t ) a (y )p^^ ̂ ̂ (y )
b( t)[ ra(y)p^^l^(y)dy]p^^(t) fa(y)p^^^ ̂ (y)dy
We should note that the use of an expression like
X X XdP will be taken to mean that P has a density p with
respect to counting measure in the case of discrete distri­
butions or with respect to Lebesgue measure in the case of 
continuous distributions and that dP^ is the density with 
respect to counting measure in the discrete case and in the
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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Y Y Xoontinuous case dP = p dx where p Is the density.
4. PARAMETER SPACES AND SUFFICIENCY
Consider a random variable X with probability dis­
tribution Fq , The parameter © specifies the distribution 
of X and lies in a set _Q_ , called the parameter space.
In general the distribution of X is unknown or partly un­
known and the problem is to use the observational material 
to obtain information about the distribution of X or the 
parameter 9 with which it is labeled. We state a statis­
tical hypothesis pertaining to the parameter of a distri­
bution and make some decision on the basis of a particular 
test of the hypothesis. The methods used in the solution 
of a statistical problem depend in part on the class of 
probability distributions to which the distribution of X 
is assumed to belong. This class of distributions is 
written a s ^ P ^ ,  0e/lj , Some common classes are 
the binomial. Poisson and normal distributions.
It is often desirable to discard that part of 
the observational material which contains no information 
regarding the unknown distribution Pg. This leads to the 
idea of a sufficient statistic the theory of which is de­
veloped in [2].
DEFINITION 5: A statistic T is said to be suffi­
cient for the family = ^Pg, ©e d j  defined over a com­
mon sample space if the conditional distribution
of the random variable X given T = t is independent of 0.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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The following theorem is a factorization criterion
for sufficiency. The proof of this theorem is given in [2]
THEOREM 2 1 If the distributions Pq of CP have
probability densities Pg = dPg/dja with respect to a o-
finite measure |a, then the statistic T with range space
is sufficient foxfP if and only if there exist
nonnegative ^-measurable functions g„ on T and a non-y
negative -measurable function h on ^  such that 
P q (x ) = gg[T(x)]h(x).
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
CHAPTER 2
1. EXPONENTIAL FAMILIES
DEFINITION 6 : The exponential family of distri­
butions Is defined by probability densities of the form
k(5) PgCx) = G(e) exp^S^e^T^(x)]h(x)
with respect to a o-fInlte measure p over a Euclidean sample 
space
Particular cases are the distributions of a sample 
X = (X^, X^) from a binomial, Poisson, or normal dis­
tribution. For example. In the binomial case the density
n _ „ „with respect to counting measure Is (x)p (1-p) . This
can be written as (1-p)^ expCx log ( x) . Letting
9 = log we can solve for p In order to obtain an ex­
pression for ( 1-p)̂  In terms of 9. Hence 9 = log =>
0
p = (l-p)^ = ( - a )^. So we can write
1+e^ 1+e®
(S) p^(l-p)^ ^ V )̂  exp(9x)(x)
1+e®
where In comparison with (5), k = 1 , 9 = log
0(9) = ( - T(x) = X and h(x) = (5).
1+e^
THEOREM 3: If X^, X g , ..., X^ Is a sample from
a distribution with density (5 ), the joint distribution
10
1-p ’
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of the X ’s constitute an exponential family.
PROOF; Consider the case of a discrete distri­
bution. P(X^ = ..., = x^) = P q (x ^) ... PQ(x^)
k k
= 0^(9) expL ©jTj(x)]h(x^) ... G^(©) expL^g^©jT^(x)Jh(x^)
k n
= C*(©) e x p [ j  i=l Tj(x^)]h*(x).
n
In this case, T^(Xj^), J = 1, k are
sufficient statistics for the exponential family. Thus 
there exists a k-dlmensional sufficient statistic for 
(X̂ , X^) regardless of the sample size.
We shall often write an exponential family in the 
form dPg(x) = Pg(x)dp(x), absorbing h(x) into p where
dp = h dx and so that
k
(6) P q (x ) = C(e) e x p L j g ^  8 j T j ( x ) ].
DEFINITION 7 ; The set 171 of parameter points 
9 = (©3_» 0]̂) for which (6 ) is a probability density
is called the natural parameter space of the exponential
family (6 ).
Following are properties of exponential families 
required for the discussion in the remainder of the paper.
LEMMA 2 : The natural parameter space of an ex­
ponential family is convex.
PROOF: Let © = {©^, ..., ©^) and ©• = (©^', ..., 9^* )
be two parameter points in Q  for which the integral of (6 )
is finite. For any 0 < a < 1 we wish to show that
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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ê = a© + (l-a)e* Is a parameter point in _Q , that is the
integral of (6) for 0 is finite where the integrand is
nonnegative. Consider the case of a continuous distribu­
tion where p is Lebesgue measure.
Then we have
r k _ h k
JexpCjg^ 0jT^{x)]dx = ^  expC j2]^Ca0 j + ( 1-a ) © ̂ ' ]T ̂ ( x) Jdx
n k k
= / expLa ©jTj(x) + (l-a)jg^ ©jTj(x)]dx
r k k
= ^  e x p C a © j T j ( x ) ]  exp[(l-a)^g^ 0 j’Tj(x)]dx
r k ^ r k (1-a)< [ / expCjg^ 0 jTj(x)]dx] [ I expCjg^ ©^'T^(x)]dxj < œ
where the inequality follows from Holder's Inequality,
1 1
^1 fg| dx 5 [yIfI^dxl^L J\s\^dx]^ for r > 1 and p + g = 1 »
k k
by letting f = expCa^g^ ©jTj(x)], g = exp[{1- a)^|^©^*Tj(x)J,
1 1 a = — and 1 - a = — ,
The assumption is made that is k-dimensional
since if it lies in a linear space of dimension less than
k, (6 ) can be written in a form involving fewer than k
components of T. It also follows from the factorization
theorem for sufficient statistics. Theorem 2, that
T(x) = (T^(x), ,,,, T^(x) ) is sufficient forjP = ,
LEMMA 3: Let X be distributed according to the
exponential family
X r 8(x) = C{e,i9>) exp[^g^0^U^(x) + o9.jTj (x) Jdp(x)
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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Then there exist measures A and probability measuresy
over 8 and r-dimenslonal Euclidean space respectively 
such that
(i) the distribution of T = (T^, ...» Tg) is an 
exponential family of the form
m 8dP^^^(t) = C(e, 1̂ ) expC jii A^Ct)
(ii) the conditional distribution of u = ( U ^ , . . . ,U^) 
given T = t is an exponential family of the form
dPQ^I^(u) = C^{©) expC^g^ ©^u^Jdv^(u) 
and hence in particular is independent of .
PROOF; Express the distribution of X in the form
T TI ^ ®(t,u) = C(©,%A.) expL^g^ e^u^ + jSl -z^tj]dh(t,u)
Let (0°, 1̂ )  be a point of the natural parameter space.
Then (t,u) = ^^^o’ ^Oj ifc ̂ ®i"®i
Applying Lemma 1 we have two distributions over 
such that dPp'^’P(t,u) = a(u)b(t) dP (t,u) where
r
a(u) = C(e,a^) exp[^g^(©^-©°)u^] and
= c ( g o _ ^ 0 )
So by Lemma 1, under Pg*^ the marginal distribution of
T is dpT^^t) = b(t) [ JaCujdp U|t (^,3 T (t)
y »ay' © ,1̂
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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eXpC t j ]
 i / e : c p C j , ( e , V K 3 - ; ' V " > ^ }C(e°,-2̂ °)exp[ I ’ J
Absorbing C(©°, -%f?) into C(0 ,'2̂ ) and letting
s
d XgCt) = ®:cp[ tj] ^^exp[^£^(9^-e^ ^
we get
dPQ^^(t) = C{Q,i^) exp[j|^^jtj]dXQ(t) .
By the second part of Lemma 1 we have the condi­
tional distribution of U given T = t given by
■ ra(u-)dpU|t „ (uM 
X ;  e°,nA°
exp [ j 5i ( ( u )
^exp[^5iej^-0^°)u^]dpV[*_^„(u)
expC^gie^Ui]dpU['= (u)
 0 . ____________________________________
expC Ji9^°u^] f expC J^(e^-9^°)u^]dp“ l,* (u)
2̂
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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Now the denominator is seen to be a function of 0 and
is in fact Independent of 'iP-' . Denote this function by
C;(0) and let C^(0) = l/C’{0) and d,̂  (u) = dP^I^ ^{u)t t t
so that dPg^ ̂ (u ) = 0^(0 } expC ĵ ĝ 0^u^] d^ (u).
The following lemma is used in the proof of Theoem
LEMMA 4 :
jexp(az),-lj^ exp(6|a| ) |z| < 6.
PROOF:
|exp{az)-ll ^ - 1 /CD n„n-ln=0 n!  ̂I _ / g a" z'
n=l n.'
- nSl n:
^ < 1 + r lal ”  l a l V— n=l n.' — Ô n=l n,' n=0 ônî
= exp(.6[a {,
THEOREM 4 ; Let (() be any bounded measurable func­
tion on Then
(i) the integral 
(?) expC j£^0 jTj(x) ]du(x)
considered as a function of the complex variables 
0 j = j'j + i  ̂j ( j = 1 , ...» k ) is an analytic function 
in each of these variables in the region R of parameter
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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points for which { •••» ĵj.) Is an interior point of
the natural parameter space jTl ;
(ii) the derivatives of all orders with respect 
to the e*s of the integral (7 ) can be computed under the 
integral sign.
PROOF: Consider the case of a continuous distri­
bution and suppose u has density f(x) with respect to 
Lebesgue measure,
k
If l(t’l 1 M, then | (|)( x) expC ̂ £^0  ̂( x) ] |
k
= |(|)(x) I |exp[ j£^ejTj(x)]|
< M e x p [ ^ j T j ( x ) ]  since )e^| = e^ for z = x + iy where 
X and y are real.
r kThen ( J  ((>(x) expC ̂ £^0 (x) ]f (x)dx|
k
< J  |ct)(x) exp [ j£^0 jTj(x) ] I f(x)dx
< M ̂  expC j£^ j^jTj(x)]f(x)dx < + ao since ( . . . , ̂  ̂ )
is an Interior point o f j Q  . So the Integral (?) exists 
and is finite for all points ( • • • » of -O. .
Let ( ..., be any fixed point in the in­
terior of -Q , and consider one of the variables in ques­
tion, say e^. Express the integrand of (?) as
exp[0^T^(x)] 4)(x) exp[0gTg(x) + ... + 0ĵ Tĵ (x) ]f (x). 
For the point ( break the second factor into
its real and imaginary parts^
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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(8) (|)(x) exp[ { ^ 2  + •••
+ ( j k +
k o k
= {|)(x) expC ̂ §2 i jTj(x) ] exp[l jg2 ̂  jTj(%) ]f (x)
k c k
= 4){x) exp[ j§2 < oos[ jgg ̂ °Tj(x) ]
+ 1 sin[^§2 njT^(x) ]J f(x)
k k
= (|)(x) exp[ ̂ §2 S jTj(x) ] oos[ jgg 'I jT j (x) ]f (x)
k k
+ 1 <J)(x) exp[ jSg  ̂ 8ln[ j§2 ̂  jTj(x) ]f (x)
Except for the factor f(x) denote the real and imaginary 
parts by u(x) and v(x) respectively and break each of these 
functions into their positive and negative parts. Then
(8 ) can be written as
[u'*’(x) - u~(x) + iv^( x) - iv“(x)]f(x)
Hence the integral of (?) is
J expCe^T^(x) ]u‘‘'(x)f (x)dx - ^exp[9^T^( x) ]u“(x) f ( x)dx
+ i. exp[0^T^(x) 3v^(x) f (x)dx
- 1 exp[0^T^{x)]v~(x)f(x)dx.
Now absorb each of the four factors obtained above into 
the density f(x) and the integral of (7) becomes
^exp[©^T^(x)]f^(x)dx - J "  exp[©^T^(x)]f2(x)dx
+ i ^  expCe^T^( x) ]f x)dx - i J '  expC©^T^ ( x) ] f^( x) dx.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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Hence it is sufficient to prove the result for integrals 
of the form ) = ^exp[©^T^(x)]f(x)dx.
Since ( / ..., ^ is in the interior of T l  ,
there exists Ô > 0 such that l|l(9̂ ) exists and is finite 
for all ©, with | ^ °| < 6 by definition of the natural
parameter space. Consider the difference quotient
fexp[©^T^( x) ] - expC©°T^(x)]
The integrand can be written as
f(x)dx.
exp(©.-© °)T.(x)]-l 
exp[©,T,(x)] [----- -— —  -------- ]f(x).
© 1 -  ©^
Applying Lemma 4 to the second factor we see that
expC(©,-© °)Tt (x)]-l 
I exp[©^T, (x) ] [------  — i--- -------]f(x) I
® r ® i
exp( ôIT-, (x ) I ) ,
< 1 expC©^T^(x) ] I --- :— -̂-------f(x) |exp[©^T^(x)
+ ô|T^{x)I]j f(x)
< i Iexp[(e° + à)T^l + exp[(©°- 6)T^]jf(x) for 
|9i- e°| < Ô.
The last inequality follows from the fact that the ex­
ponential on the left of the inequality is exactly one 
of the exponentials on the right.
Now for any sequence of points ©^^^ tending to 
©? let f .
®i ■ ®i
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Now
, X Iexp[©{^^T, (x)]-exp[©°T, (x)]
11m l|Ji(©rM = llm /------i--- ^ -----o ■ - ----- f(x)dx,
e [ " U e °  " " e ' " U e °  J  4 “ ’ ' ®i
expCe^^^T.(x)]-exp[©°T.(x)]
But 11m    r~f-------------   T. (x) expL©,T, ( x) ]
e° ^ 1 -  4
expCe^^^^T, (x) ]-exp[e°T, (x) ] , _
and I------  ^ 4 )  _--- — ------1 ^ 1  Iexp(e°+ 6)T^(x)]
+ exp(9° - 6)T^{x)]I
which Is Integrable, hence by the Lebesgue bounded con­
vergence theorem
11m ijr, (©^^^) = / T. (x) exp[©?Tn (x) ]f( x)dx.
This completes the proof of (1) and proves (11) for the 
first derivative. The proof for the higher derivatives 
follows by Induction,
3. STATING THE PROBLEM
In testing a statistical hypothesis we have two 
basic decisions: accept or reject the hypothesis. A
decision procedure Is called a test of the hypothesis In 
question. The decision Is to be based on the value of a 
certain random variable X, the distribution of which 
Is known to belong to a class = ĵ P̂ , ©e O j  . We let
H denote the distributions of£P for which the hypothesis 
Is true and K denote the distributions of5^  for which the
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hypothesis is false. We also denote the corresponding sub­
sets of the parameter space .O by g and Then we
have that e U K = ̂  and = n  . Now the hypo­
thesis is equivalent to the statement that PqGH or 
0e 80 we let H denote the hypothesis. The distribu­
tions in K are the alternatives to H, so K is called the 
class of alternatives.
We make the following definitions:
DEFINITION 8: A nonrandomized test procedure
assigns to each value x of X one of the two decisions, 
reject or accept the hypothesis.
In this case the sample space is divided into 
two complementary regions called the region of accep­
tance and called the region of rejection or critical 
region,
DEFINITION 9: When performing a test, rejecting
the hypothesis when it is true is called an error of the 
first kind and accepting it when it is false is called an 
error of the second kind.
In carrying out the test it is desirable to mini­
mize the probabilities of the two types of error. Since 
they cannot both be minimized at the same time, we assign 
a bound to the probability of rejecting H when it is true 
and attempt to minimize the probability of accepting H 
when it is false. The bound is a number a between 0 and 
1 and is called the level of significance. Classical
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hypotheses testing considers minimizing the probability 
of accepting a false hypothesis subject to the condition 
that pQ ^XeS^j < a for all ©ejQ
DEFINITION 10: The size of the test or critical
region is defined as sup Pg = a over XI.
DEFINITION 11: Pg{XeS^^ for a given
is called the power of the test against the alternative ©, 
As a function of © for all ©eXl this probability is 
called the power function of the test and is denoted by 3 .
Consider now the structure of a randomized test. 
For any value x such a test rejects or accepts the hypo­
thesis with probabilities depending on x and denoted by 
(})(x) and l-{t>(x) respectively, A randomized test is then 
characterized by a critical function (j) with 0 < <|)(x) < 1 
for all X, If (|) takes on only the values 1 and 0, then 
it is a nonrandomized test. The classical approach is 
to consider 4)(x) as the conditional probability of re­
jection given X. Then it is reasonable to make the fol­
lowing definition:
DEFINITION 12: If the distribution of X is P„y
with critical function (|)(x), then the probability of 
rejection is defined as
E@4)(X) = (|)(x)dPg(x) ,
which is the conditional probability <|)(x) of rejection 
given X, integrated with respect to the probability dis­
tribution of X.
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The problem then is to select (f> so as to maximize 
the power
(9 ) e^(e) = Eq<|)(X) for all ee_Q.g
subject to the condition
(10) EQ<j)(X) < a for all Qe
DEFINITION 13 : A uniformly most powerful (UMP)
test function (|) of size a is one having maximum power for 
each Oc
Usually, the test that maximizes the power against 
a particular alternative in K depends on this alternative, 
which may indicate the difficulty in finding uniformly 
most powerful tests. We will find in the next section 
that if K contains only one distribution, then the problem 
is completely specified by (9) and (10). We will also see 
that under certain conditions the same test maximizes the 
power for alternatives in K even when there is more than 
one,
4. EXISTENCE OF TESTS
We now state the fundamental lemma of Neyman and 
Pearson for testing a simple hypothesis against a simple 
alternative, that is, when H and K each contain only a 
single distribution. The proof of this theorem will be 
omitted but may be found in [3].
THEOREM 5* Let P^ and P^ be probability distri­
butions possessing densities p^ and p^ respectively with
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respect to a measure ta.
(1) Existence: For testing H : against the
alternative K : p^ there exists a test (}) and a constant k 
such that
(11) Ê (t>(X) = a
and _
1 when p.(x) > kp (x)
(12) * ( Z )  = < ^ °0 when p^(x) < kp^(x)
(ii) Sufficient condition for a most powerful 
test: If a test satisfies (11) and (12) for some k, then
it is most powerful for testing p^ against p^ at level a.
(iii) Necessary condition for a most powerful 
test: If <() is most powerful at level a for testing p^
against p^, then for some k it satisfies (12) a.e.ja. It 
also satisfies (11) unless there exists a test of size < a 
and with power 1 ,
A useful result now follows from Theorem 5»
COROLLARY 1: Let g denote the power of the most
powerful level a test for testing against P^, Then 
a < 3 unless P^ = P^.
PROOF; We have that g = Ê (j)(X) and a = Ê <|)(X). 
Suppose ^(x) 5 a. Then the level a test given by <|)(x) = a 
has power Ê <()(X) = aP^Cp^(X) > kp^(X) ] + aP^[p^(X) = kp^(X) ]
+ aP^Cp^(X) < kp^(X)] 
= a. But the most powerful level a test has maximum power 
g, so a < g. I f a  = g < l ,  then (j)(x) = a is most powerful
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and by Theorem 5 (111) satisfies (12),
That Is, ^ p
1 If ^  > k
- ;
0 If h  < ij.
But since <|)(x) = a we have that = p^k a.e.
In case p Is Lebesgue measure we have
1 = ^ p ^ ( x ) d x  = ̂ kp^(x)dx = k*l which implies that k = 1 , 
So p^ = p^ a.e. and ~
More generally hypothesis testing problems in­
volve a parametric family of distributions depending on 
one or more parameters, such as the case when the distri­
butions depend on a single real-valued parameter 0 and 
the hypothesis is one-sided, say H : 9 £ 9^. We should 
also state that in general, the most powerful test of a 
hypothesis H against an alternative 0^ > 9^ depends on 9^ 
and it is clear from Theorem 5 that it is then not UMP.
The following theorem gives a UMP test under an additional 
assumption.
DEFINITION 14: The real-parameter family of
densities Pq (x ) is said to have monotone likelihood ratio 
if there exists a real-valued function T(x) such that for 
any 0 < 9' the distributions Pg and Pg, are distinct, and
the ratio Pg,(x)/pg(x) is a nondecreasing function of T(x)
Pq t ( ) Pp • ( )That is, T(=i) > T(%2 ) Implies tyuat .
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THEOREM 6 : Let 6 be a real parameter, and let
the random variable X have probability density Pg(z) with 
monotone likelihood ratio in T(x).
(i) For testing H : 9 < 9^ against K : 9 > 0^,
there exists a UMP test, which is given by
''l when T(x) > C
(13) <j)(x) = { T  when T(x) = C
0 when T(x) < C
where C and y are determined by
(14) Eg <|)(X) = a.
o
(ii) The power function 3(0) =Eg(j)(X) of this test 
is strictly increasing for all points 0 for which 3 (8 ) < 1 .
(iii) For all 9 ’, the test determined by (13) and
(14) is UMP for testing H*: 9 < 9' against K': 9 > 9' at 
level a ’ = 3(9*).
(iv) For any 9 < 9^ the test minimizes 3(9)
(the probability of an error of the first kind) among 
all tests satisfying (14).
PROOF; (i) and (ii). Consider the hypothesis 
H^; 9 = 0Q and a simple alternative 9^ > 0^. By Theorem
Pg (X)
5, the most powerful test rejects when  r-y > c. SincePq V X ;
X has probability density Pg(x) with monotone likelihood 
ratio in T(x), it follows from Definition 14 that the most 
powerful test rejects when T(x) > G. So by Theorem 5 (i),
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there exist C and ^ such that (13) and (14) hold.
By Theorem 5 (11), the resulting test Is most
powerful for testing P g , against Pg„ at level a' = 3(9')
for ©' < 0”. Now 3(9") Is the power of this most powerful
level a* test, so by Corollary 1, 3(9') < 3(9") unless
Pg, = Pg„. But by Definition l4, P g , and Pg„ are distinct.
Hence the power function Is strictly increasing for all 0
such that 3(0 ) < 1 .
Since 3(9) Is nondecreasing, Eg(j)(X) < Eg (|)(X) = a
o
for 0 < 9g and we have
(15) Eg(j)(X) < a for 0 < 9^.
If (|) satisfies Eg $(X) < a, then It satisfies Sg(()(X) < a
o
for 0 < 0^. So the class of tests satisfying (15) is
contained In the class satisfying Eg ^(X) < a. The given
test maximizes 3(9]_) within the class satisfying
Eg <|)(X) < a, hence it also maximizes 3(9-,) subject to (15). 
o
The test Is also Independent of the particular alternative 
0^ > 0^ chosen and therefore, It Is UMP against K.
Part (111) Is proved analogously. When we applied
Theorem 5 we found a test of 9 = 0^ against K : 0 = 0^ > 9^ 
which maximized the power. Reversing all Inequalities pro­
duces a test which minimizes the power for testing
H^: 9 = 9 ^  against K : 9 = 9^ < 9^. Hence part (Iv) follows
by applying Theorem 5 with all inequalities reversed.
The following is a corollary to Theorem 6 and holds 
for the one-parameter exponential families of distributions
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by letting Q(0 ) = 0 .
COROLLARY 2: Let © be a real parameter, and let
X have probability density with respect to some measure \i
(l6 ) Pg(x) = C(0) exp[Q{0)T(x)]h(x)
where Q is strictly monotone. Then there exists a UMP 
test (J) for testing H : 0 £ ©^ against K : 0 > 0 .̂ If Q 
is increasing, the test is given by (13) and (14). If Q 
is decreasing the inequalities are reversed,
PROOF: It is only necessary to show that the
family of densities P q (x ) have monotone likelihood ratio 
in T(x), If Q is increasing, then %(©') - Q(9) > 0 for 
0 < 0*, Suppose T(x) > T(x’). Then
(Q(G') - Q(0))T(x) > (Q(0') - Q(0))T(x’)
g U t ^  exp[(Q(0 ’) - Q(0 ))T(x)] > expCQ(0')-Q(e) )T(x* )3
for positive C(0*) and C(0), Therefore, we have that
^0' ^ 0(0*) exp[Q(0MT(x) ] 0(0*) exp[Q(0* )T(x* ) ]
Pg(%) 0(0) expLQ(0)T(x)J “ 0(0) expLQ(0)T(x*)J
P@ . ( X * )
and Pq (x ) has monotone likelihood ratio in T(x). The re­
sult follows from Theorem 6. The results are similar for 
Q, decreasing.
The following theorem is a generalization of 
Theorem 5.
THEOREM ?: Let f^, ..., f^^^ be real-valued
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functions defined on a Euclidean space 5^ and integrable 
p, and suppose that for given constants G^, there
exists a critical function () satisfying
(17) = C^, i = 1 , . m.
Let ^  be the class of critical functions () for which (1?) 
holds.
(i) Among all members of ^  there exists one 
that maximizes
(18) y4>vi8>*-
(ii) A sufficient condition for a member of
to maximize (18) is the existence of constants ...» k^
such that
m
1 when f^+^(x) > iSik^f^(x)
(19) *(i) =<
/ “|_0 when f ( %) < ^£^k^f^(x).
(iii) If a member of {o satisfies (19) with
k^, k^ > O, then it maximizes (18) among all critical
functions satisfying
(20) ^(|)f^d|j < G ^ , i = 1 , m.
(iv) The set M of points in m-dimensional space 
whose coordinates are
( J  , , y" 4)f^dp )
for some critical function () is convex and closed. If 
(C^, C^) is an inner point of M, then there exist
constants k^, ...» k^ and a test (f) satisfying (1?) and 
(19)» and a necessary condition for a member of ^  to
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maximize (18) is that (19) holds a.e.ui.
Existence of a UMP test for two-sided hypotheses 
for exponential families is given by the following theorem. 
THEOREM 8 :
(i) For testing the hypothesis H : 0 £ 0^ or
© > ©2 (©2 < ©2  ̂ against the alternatives K : 0^ < © < ©2
in a one-parameter exponential family there exists a UMP 
test given by
(1 when < T(x) < ©2 (C^ < ©2)^  when T(x) = G^, i = 1, 20 otherwise 
where the C ’s and are determined by
(22) Ep $(X) = Ep *(X) = a.
^1 ^2
(ii) This test minimizes Eg^^X) subject to (22)for each © < ©^ or > © 2»
(iii) For 0 < a < 1 the power function of this 
test has a maximum at a point ©^ between 0^ and ©g and 
decreases strictly as © tends away from ©^ in either di­
rection, unless there exist two values t^, tg such that
( t (X) = + Pg [ t (X) = tgj = 1 for all e.
Parts (ii) and (iii) of Theorem ? are proved in 
the same way as part (ii) of Theorem 5 and the proof of 
parts (i) and (iv) makes use of a weak compactness theorem 
for critical functions and a theorem on dominated families 
of distributions. Since it is not the purpose of this
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paper to go Into such theory, the proof Is omitted but 
can be found in [3].
The proof of Theorem 8 depends strongly on Theorem 
7, In the proof attention is restricted to the sufficient 
statistic T = T(X) whose distribution is represented by 
dPg(t ) = C(e) exp[Q(e)t]dv(t), which in particular for 
Q{0) = 0 is of the exponential type. For 0^ < 0* < 0g 
the first problem is that of maximizing Eg,ÿ(T) subject 
to (22) with <()(x) = $[T(x) ]. The idea is to let M denote 
the set of all points (E„ $(T) , E„ $(T) ) as l(l ranges over 
the totality of critical functions and then verify that 
the point (a,a) is an inner point of Mo Then part (iv) 
of Theorem 7 is applied to obtain constants k^, kg and 
a test $^(t) satisfying (22) such that ^^(t) = 1 when 
kiC(0i) exp[Q(0^)t] + kgC(0 g) exp[Q(0 g)t]
< G(0') exp[Q(0’)t], which may be 
written as a^exp(b^t) + agexp(bgt) < 1 for b^ < 0 < bg, 
and such that $^(t) = 0 when the above expression on the 
left hand side is > 1. This test is then shown to satisfy
(21). To prove that the test is UMP and also to prove 
part (ii) of Theorem 8, part (iv) of Theorem 7 is used 
again. For the many details the reader is again referred 
to [3].
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1. UNBIASEDNESS, SIMILARITY AND COMPLETENESS
DEFINITION 15î A test (f) is said to be unbiased 
if the power function S^(6 ) = Eg^(X) satisfies
(23, Ifec/lji
B*(e) > a If eeXIjj
A UMP test is unbiased since by Corollary 1 its 
power cannot fall below that of the test (j)(x) = a. For
a large class of problems for which a UMP test does not
exist, there does exist a UMP unbiased test.
THEOREM 9: Let be a collection of subsets
of such that X X  and the empty set are in ZF^ arbitrary 
unions of sets in Z7~ are in Z T  and finite intersections 
of sets in are in ZT . If p^(0) is a continuous func­
tion of © on Z F  , then unbiasedness implies
(24) 3x(0 ) = a for all ©e co
where co is the common boundary of XX  ̂  and X X g..
PROOF : Let ©c w  and suppose g(@) < a. Then there 
exists an e > 0 such that 3(©) = a-e. Consider the open 
set (a-2e,a). Let U = 3 ^(a-2e,a), then U is open since 
3 is continuous. Now 3(©) = a-e is in (a-2e,a) so ©eU.
But ©ecu implies that U -fsj/lXlj^ is not empty.
So there exists a peU such that p ?̂ © and peXl„, Then 
3(p) X OL but peU implies that 3(p) e (a-2e,a) which in 
turn implies that 3(p) < a, a contradiction. Hence
31
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0(©) > a. By a similar argument it can be shown that 
0 (0 ) < a so that (24) holds,
LEMMA 5î If the distributions Pq are such that 
the power function of every test is continuous, and if 
(|)q is UMP among all tests satisfying (24) and is a level 
a test of H, then (J)̂ is UMP unbiased.
PROOF; Let A be the set of all tests c() satisfy­
ing (24) and let B be the set of all tests (j) satisfying
(23). Then B C  A. Now Eq<|)̂ (X) < a for 0eXlj^ and if we 
let be in A, then Eq(|)*(X) < EqC|)̂ (X) for 9e But
B C A  so for every (|>'g B, Eq (|)'(X) < Eg(()̂ (X) for and
<|)̂ is uniformly at least as powerful as any unbiased test.
For <t>(x) = a, 0^(0) = a for 0GjO. ̂  and ©gJCIj^, 
hence Ê {|)(X) < Eg$(X) for 0gJQ ̂  since (|)eA. So c{)̂ 
uniformly at least as powerful as (|)(x) = a. Therefore,
3(|) (©) £ ^ for ©eXl g and 0^ (0 ) > a for 0 e XI ̂  and (f)̂ 
is UMP unbiased.
DEFINITION 16: A test (f) is said to be similar
with respect to ^  ̂  or co if Eq(̂ )(X) = a for all distri­
butions of X belonging to ^ = { P@j 0e coj .
Let T be a sufficient statistic for and
let 0ecoj . Then any test satisfying
(25) E[(|)(X)|t] = a a.e.
Yis similar with respect to since
Eg[(f)(X) ] = Eq { E[(|)(X) |T]j = a for all Qecu . 
Such a test is said to have Neyman structure with respect
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to T.
DEFINITION l?î A f a m i l y ^  of probability distri­
butions P is complete if
(26) EpCf(X)] = 0 for all P e ^
implies
( 27) f (x) = 0 a . e . ^  .
THEOREM 10: Let X be a random vector with proba­
bility distribution
k
dPg(x) = C(e) expCjSp e^Tj(x)Jdp(x) 
and let ^ be the family of distributions of 
T = (Tp(X), T^(X)) as © ranges over the set ,
Then ^  is complete provided oj contains a k-dimensional 
rectangle.
PROOF: By a suitable change of coordinates suppose
^  contains the rectangle I = ^(©^, ...» 0^3 :
-a < < a, j = 1» ...» k j . Let f(t) = f^(t) - f"(t)
be such that E^f(T) = 0 for all 0eco . We will give the 
proof only in the case that u and v, the measure induced 
in T-space by p , are both absolutely continuous with re­
spect to Lebesgue measure. Then dv(t) = h(t)dt and in 
the following expressions we absorb h(t) into f(t). Then 
for all ©el,
k
f(t)C(e) expCjS^ ©jtj]dt = 0
r . _ k
^  [f (t) - f (t)] expCjg^ © jtj]dt = 0
r k , r k
f e x p [ ©jtj]f (t)dt = J  e x p [ © ^ t ^ ] f  (t)dt
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f^(t)dt = J "  t~{t) dt, since in particular we can let 
9j = 0 for j = 1, . k. Dividing f by a constant we can 
take the common value of these two integrals to be 1, so 
that P^(t) and p”(t) are probability measures with densi­
ties f^(t) and f"*(t) respectively. Then we have 
r k , r ^
(28) j expCjg^ 8jtj]f (t)dt = I e x p L © ^ t ^ ] f “(t)dt
for all 0el, Consider these integrals as functions of
the complex variables 9j = ^ j + ^ 'î j ’ j " k.
For any fixed ©^, ®j+i’ * • * 9 ^  with real
parts strictly between -a and +a, these integrals are by 
Theorem 4 analytic functions of 0^ in the strip 
Rj : -a < ̂  j < a, - 0D< < ooof the complex plane.
For © 2» ... , ©ĵ  fixed, real, and between -a and a, (28) 
holds on the line segment • -a s.,
^ 1  = oj and can be extended to the strip in which
the integrals are finite. By induction (28) holds in the 
complex region ^ (0^, ..., ©ĵ ) : ( j)e Rj for
j = 1, . . ., k J  . Then for all real ( *1̂ » * * * * 'I k ̂
explijg^ l^jtj]f'^(t)dt = expÜLjl^ ̂  ̂ tj]f"(t)dt.
The left and right hand sides of this equation represent 
the characteristic functions of the distributions and 
P~ respectively. By the uniqueness theorem for character­
istic functions, P^ and P” are equal and by their defini­
tion, f^(t) = f~(t) a.e. Therefore, f(t) = 0 a.e. ^  
and ̂  is complete.
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2. ONE-PARAMETER EXPONENTIAL FAMILIES
Let 9 be a real parameter and X = (X^, X^)
a random vector with probability density 
P q (x ) = 0(9) exp[9T(x)]h(x), where x = (x^, x^).
We have seen that a UMP test exists for
(1) H : 9 < 9^, K : 9 > 9^ by Corollary 2,
(11) H : 9 £ 9^ or > 9^, K î 9^ < 9 < 9g by 
Theorem 8, but existence of a UMP test has not been given 
for (111) H ; 9^ < 9 < 9g, K Î 9 < 9^ or > 9g,
(Iv) H ; 9 = 9^, K : 9 5̂ 9^,
Existence of a UMP unbiased test for (ill) and (iv) Is 
given by the following theorems,
THEOREM 11; There exists a UMP unbiased test for
(111) given by
1 when T(x) < or >
(29) ^(x) = / when T(x) 1 = 1 ,  2
0 when < T(x) < Cg 
where the C*s and ^ * s are determined by
(30) Eg $(X) = Eĝ (t)(X) = a.
PROOF : Eg(|) (X) Is continuous by Theorem 4 so that
Lemma 5 Is applicable, where w  consists of the two points 
9^ and 9g. In the case at hand.
1 - ^(x) /
1 when < T(x) <
when T(x) = C^, k =  1, 2
^0 when T(x) < or > Cg
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so by Theorem 8 (11), l-(|)(x) minimizes l-Eg(|)(X) sub^eot 
to 1-Eq <i)(X) = 1-Eq ^(X) = a* = 1-a for all 9 < 0^ and >
This Implies that Eq ({)(X) Is a maximum subject to
(31) Ep. *(X) = E_ *(X) = a.
Then (() Is UMP among all tests satisfying (31) and hence 
UMP unbiased by Lemma 5. Also by Theorem 8 (111) the 
power function of the test $(x) has a minimum at a point 
between 0^ and 9^ and Is strictly Increasing as 0 tends 
away from this minimum In either direction.
THEOREM 12: There exists a UMP unbiased test
for (Iv) given by (29) where the C*s and *s are now 
determined by
(32) Eq [(|)(X)] = a
o
and
(33) E« [T(X)(()(X)] = Ea [T(X)]a.
o o
PROOF : Let 9 * be any particular alternative and
restrict attention to the sufficient statistic T, the dis­
tribution of which by Lemma 3 Is of the form 
dPg(t ) = 0(9) exp[0t]dv(t), We will give the proof for 
the case that v Is absolutely continuous with respect to 
Lebesgue measure so that dv(t) = g(t)dt. Let <f)(x) = $[T(x) ]. 
Unbiasedness of l|j Implies (32) and for every 0 ^ 9^,
P^(9) > a and so g^(%) = Eg [l|r(T)] must be a minimum.
By Theorem 4 g(9) Is differentiable and the derivative can 
be computed under the expectation sign. So for all tests l(f(t)
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B'(8) = J ' $(t)[tc(e) exp (©t)s(t) + cMe) exp (©t)s(t)]dt 
= J^t^{t)c{e) exp (et)g(t)dt + ^(t)G(©)exp(©t)g(t)dt
= Eg[T$(T)] + “ Ifj Eq CiItCT)].
. © ;
For ijj(t) = a, 3(©) = Sg[$(T) ] = a and e'(©) = 0. So the
above equation becomes
° = a = - Eg(T).
Hence B'(©) = Eg[#(T) ] - Eg(T)Eg[$(T) ] .
Now p(0) is a minimum at ©^ so 0 ’(©q ) = 0 and replacing
l|j(T) by <t>(X) again,
0 = Eg [Ti|)(X)] - Eg (T) E_ [(f)(X)] :3> Eg [T(j)(X)] = E_ (T)a 
®o ®o ®o , ®o ®o
and hence unbiasedness implies (33) as well as (32).
Let M be the set of points (E«. Cljî(T)], Eq [T$(T ) ] )
o o
as ijj ranges over the totality of critical functions.
Suppose (Eg [$. (T) ], E [TT|r (T)]) and (Eg Lljjp(T)], 
o o o
E© [T$g(T)]) are points in M and a is such that 0 < a < 1.
Then
a(EQ Cti(T)], Eg [TI1J3_(T)]) + (1-a) (Eg [$g(T) ], Eg [T$g(T) ])
= (Eg [a$^(T)], Eg [aT$. (T)]) + (E [(l-a)l(r (T)], 
o o o
Eg [(l-a)T$2(T)]) 
o
= (Eg [a$^(T) + (l-a)ljr2 (T)], Eg [T($^(T) + (l-a)$g(T))])
= (Eg [ijj(T)], Eg [T$(T) ] ) Is in M since 
o o
^(T) = al|l̂ (T) + (l-a)l|l2(T} is also a critical function.
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Hence M is convex and contains all points (u, u Eq (T)) with
o
0 < u < 1. A result of Corollary 2 is that 3'(©) > 0 and
so u„ = Eq [TT#(T) ] > Eq (T)Eq [i)J(T)]. Then M contains points 2 ®o
(a, Ug) with Ug > aEg (T). Similarly it contains points
(a^u^) with < aEg (T). Hence the point (a, aEg (T)) is
o o
an inner point of the convex set M of points (Eg [$(T)],
o
E„ [T$(T)]) where
f
Eg [$(T)] = /$(t)C(e^) exp [6^t]g(t)dt and
o 'J
Eg (Tl|r(T)] = f t$(t)C(e^) exp [0^t]g(t)dt.
O kV
Let f^ = C(0q ) exp [©^t] and f^ = t C(©g) exp [©^t], then 
applying Theorem 7 (iv) there exist constants and kg
and a test t(f satisfying
/ljj(t) f^g(t)dt = Eg Cl|r(T)] = a and
r °J ÿ(t) fgg(t)dt = Eg [T$(T)] = aEg (T)
such that ijl(t) = 1 when
kiC(©o) exp [©gt] + kgt C(0q ) exp [©^t]
< G (©') exp [©'t]
which may be written as + a^t < exp (bt).
Considering the graphical representations of both sides 
of the inequality it is readily seen that this region is 
either one-sided or the outside of an interval. But by 
Theorem 6 (ii) a one-sided test has a strictly monotone 
power function which implies that 0 '(©q ) 0 contrary to
our derivation of (33). Therefore the region is the out-
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side of an interval and $(t) = 1 when t < or > C^. So 
the most powerful test subject to (32) and (33) Is given 
by (29). This test is unbiased by comparing it with 
(|)(x) = a, but the class of tests satisfying (32) and (33) 
includes the class of unbiased tests, so the given test 
is UMP unbiased.
3 . MULTIPARAMETER EXPONENTIAL FAMILIES
Let X be distributed according to
y k
(34) dPg^^ (x) = G(9,-iA) exp[©U(x) + (x) ]dp(x) ,
(e,T^) ef] and let ~ih - (n^^, T = (T̂ ,̂ T^)
and-Q. be convex with dimension k + 1. The sufficient 
statistics (U, T) have joint distribution
(35) dPQ*^(u,t) = C(e,-J^) exp [eu + ^£^Tj!,^t^]dv(u,t),
(e,-J^)eJTI • By Lemma 3 the conditional distribution of 
U given t constitutes an exponential family
(36) dPg^ ̂ (u) = G^(e) exp (eu)dv^(u).
In this conditional case the following hypotheses have 
been considered;
H, : e < K. = 0 > 0 ^1 — o 1 0
.* e 1 Oi or © > ©2 Kg : ©^ < © < ©2
H3 : ©2 ^ 0 ©2 K^ î © < ©^ or © > ©g
Hj|, : e = K4 : e / e^.
Recall that we have the following results.
There exists by Corollary 2 a UMP test for 
with critical function (|)̂ satisfying
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L when u > C^(t)
(37) (})(u,t) = { t) when u = C^ft)
3 when u < G^(t)
where the functions and are determined by
(38) Eg C(l)̂ (U,T) 11] = a for all t.
There exists by Theorem 8 a UMP test for Hg with
critical function satisfying2
1 when C^(t) < u < Cgft)
(39) (|)(u,t) = ^ %^(t) when u = C^(t), i = l, 2
0 when u < G^(t) or > C^ft)
where the C's and s are dterrmined by
(40) Eĝ C(t)2(U,T) |t] = Eĝ [(t>2(U,T) |t] = a.
There exists by Theorem 11 a UMP unbiased test
for Ej with critical function satisfying
r  1 when u < G ^ ( t )  or > Cgtt)
(41) (j)(u,t) = < )T^(t) when u = G^(t), 1 = 1, 2
1^0 when G^(t) < u < Cgft)
where the G 's and ^  's are determined by
(42) Eg^[(|)^(U,T) 11] = Sg^[(|>^(U,T) 11] = a.
There exists by Theorem 12 a UMP unbiased test
for with critical function satisfying (41) with the
G*s and ^ 's determined by
(43) Eg [(|)j_̂ (U,T) 11] = a and
(44) Eg [U(|)^(U,T) 11] = aEg Cu|t].
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We would now like to prove the same results with 
regard to the joint distribution.
THEOREM 13: The critical functions <))̂, if)̂,
and (f)ĵ defined above constitute UMP unbiased level a tests 
for testing the hypotheses H^, respectively when
the joint distribution of U and T is given by (35).
PROOFÎ We will restrict the proof to the case 
of discrete distributions. For fixed © the statistic T 
is sufficient for and hence is sufficient for each
W j  = [(0,-li^) : (©,l^)ejQ , © = © J  , j = 0, 1, 2.
By Lemma 3 the family of distributions of T is given by
m k
= C(©yT^) exp[^|^-i3^^t^]ng(t),
Now
(©J ,-iA)e 60j Î j = 0, 1, 2. 
is convex and of dimension k + 1. Let us further
assume it contains points on both sides of © = 0j. Then 
since ©j is fixed, co ̂ is convex, of dimension k and 
contains a k-dimensional rectangle. Hence by Theorem 10 
^  = I P̂q (©,-iPv ) e 60^J is complete and similarity of
a test (fi on co implies E_ [(j){U,T)|t] = a.
Consider H^. By Theorem 4 the power function of 
each test is continuous, so we can apply Lemma 5 and show 
to be UMP among all tests similar on The over­
all power of a test () against an alternative (©,iA ) is
(45) Eg^_^(U,T)] = Z [Z <j)(u,t)p^l^(u)]p^^^(t).
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U 11 Twhere p g ' (u) and P@ t ) are the densities with respect
IT I t Tto counting measure of Pg ' (u) and respectively.
We have already seen that <|)̂ maximizes the conditional
power against any 0 > subject to (38), Since this con­
ditional power is given inside the brackets in (45) we 
have that (j)̂ maximizes the over-all power and the result 
follows from Lemma 5. The proof for Hg and is similar.
By Theorem 9 unbiasedness of a test of implies 
similarity on ^ and
"d ©  ̂ = 0 on co^.
By Theorem 4 we can differentiate under the expectation 
sign and our result follows exactly as in the considera­
tion of (33) in Theorem 12. Then the equation is equiva­
lent to
E© ^  [U({)(U,T) - aU] = 0 on aJ^
Tand since ^ is complete, unbiasedness Implies (43)
and (44). Now (l)̂  ̂also satisfies (41) and is UMP among 
all tests satisfying (43) and (44), By comparison with 
the test (j)(u,t) = a we have that <{)̂ is UMP unbised.
4. APPLICATIONS
In the present section we will be concerned with 
discrete distributions only.
Consider the problem of comparing two Poisson dis­
tributions. We would like to formulate the problem in 
such a manner as to use the results of section 3. Suppose
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the random variables X and Y are independently Poisson 
distributed with parameters A and p respectively. Their 
joint distribution
PCX = X, Ï = y) X * J #
can be written in the form of an exponential family as
(46) P(X = X, Y = y) = - ^ ] expLy log ^
^ 0 y »
+ (x+y) log A ].
By Theorem 13 there exist UMP unbised tests of
concerning © = log(p/A ) or p = ^ so in particular for
testing H Î p £ A against K ! p > A  , p < A implies
log ¥ 5 0. Comparing (46) with (34) we see that U = Y A
and T = X + Y and the tests are performed conditionally 
on the integer points of the line segment X + Y = t.
It is known that T has a Poisson distribution with para­
meter p + A and the conditional distribution of Y given
T = t is
 p    ( y___)^(i   y_y: ( t-y) ; ̂ a  + p  ̂ A +  p/
so P(Y = y I X+Y = t) = ( y ) ( y - ^ ) ^ ( j ^ ~ ^ )  y = 0, 1,..., t
which is the binomial distribution with t trials and proba­
bility p of success. Now p < aA => 5 a(l - - )
^  ̂  ~ A  + p — a + 1 * the hypothesis H î p 5 aA be­
comes H ; p < — and is rejected when Y is too large.— a + 1
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The constants of the test are determined from tables of 
the binomial distribution.
Similarly we may compare two binomial distribu­
tions, Suppose X and Y are independent binomial variables 
with joint distribution
PCX = X. Y = y) = (” ) pI p\
which may be written as
(47) P(X = X, Y = y) = (™)(y) q.2 Q-g expCy log
Pi+ (x+y) log —  ].
^1
Comparing (4?) with (35) we see that U = Y ,  T = X + Y
and the hypotheses can be tested concerning
Po/qp Pp/qp
® 5^75^ or p = . in particular
Pz i Pi ^=ll ^ ^2 £ 1 ^ l o s  £ O so the
hypotheses include : p^ 5 P]_ against p^ > p^ and
^4 * ^2 “ against p^ / p^. As before we consider
PCY = y|X + Ï = t) =
_ P(X=t-y)P(Y=y)________
t
2 P(Y=y' and X+Y=t) 
y *=0
The numerator is (t-y^^l”^ qm-(t-y)^n^ ^y qg-y
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and the denominator becomes ( — } q, Z ( . ) [ -./- 3
y'=0 ^y'
m n
Hence, P(Y=y|X+Y=t) = It yliy.)— Çl------ f
y *=0
For and the boundary value of (38), (43) and (44) 
is = 0 so that p = 1. Since (y) = (^t^),
the conditional distribution becomes
m n
p(Y=y|x+Y=t) = (tzy.Hy)  ̂ y = 0, t, which
( ^ )
is the hypergeometric distribution. The tests are then 
carried out by means of appropriate tables. This test is 
actually R.A, Fisher’s exact test for two by two tables 
which was arrived at largely through intuition. Applying 
the theory we have developed to this problem we see that 
his test for two by two tables was quite reasonable. The 
reader may find the details in section 21.02 of Cl].
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